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The ANZCP has a new website and the PIRS pages have been
updated with the primary link

NEW WEBSITE
PIRS2 PROJECT –CHECKLIST SHARE
PIRS2 SURVEY PUBLISHED

NEW PIRS Submission
Form.

Create a shortcut to you
desktop or mobile device

We are in process of updating past reports to a more reader
friendly format and will be adding 2018-20 reports shortly.
Additional pages with human factors data and resources are
planned.

https://anzcp.org/
pirs-ii/ To subscribe or
unsubscribe from PIRSList
email

PIRS@ANZCP.org

We encourage feedback and suggestions to PIRS@anzcp.org

he

PIRS2 Project—Checklist Share

A

review of all incidents reported to PIRS2 over the last 2 years re-

veals—not unsurprisingly - that the majority of good catches
(near miss / no harm incidents) were associated with pre CPB
HLM checklists. Either the issues was captured by the pre bypass checklist or
the incident resulted in a recommendation to add or change the existing checklist.
There is little recent published information on checklists in perfusion,
however checklists in perfusion are ubiquitous. Perfusion professional bodies
provide recommendations for checklists in perfusion and the ANZCP recommendations are currently under review (personal communication President
ANZCP).

Perfusion checklists vary widely in detail and these may be electronic or
paper based, be phased by location (pumproom pre op / OR etc), essential and
full check or other iterations to meet local requirements.
Importantly checklists are adapted to react to local incidents that may
not be reported widely.

PIRS2 Project—Checklist Share
is an initiative to provide examples of checklists in current use on a dedicated page on the ANZCP Safety PIRS2
website.
We invite you to email a copy/screenshot of the checklists
you use to PIRS@anzcp.org
Provide a brief description of how this is used.

PIRS2 SURVEY Published in JECT

I

n late August we surveyed 200 subscribers to PIRS-2

The survey setout to get feedback on who is likely to report good catch near-miss and no harm incidents and the value of reports to individual and unit practice. We explored barriers to reporting and
what would facilitate reporting with a view to understanding constraints and working to overcome
these. The full paper is reprinted with permission in the up coming ANZCP Gazette

We encourage your reports of GOOD CATCH/NEAR-MISS and GOOD CATCH/NO-HARM incidents and invite you to engage in sharing your reflections on observed examples of excellent performance
HELP BUILD RESILIENCE INTO YOUR PRACTICE

Understanding and sharing what went well adds resilience to
one’s practice and to the health care system. Adding resilience is
an improvement process.

